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1. Introduction and Concept 

In light of the modified general conditions, the Lufthansa Group Airlines Austrian Airlines, Brussels Air-

lines, Lufthansa and SWISS will introduce a Distribution Cost Charge (DCC) for bookings made via a 

GDS. Direct Bookings via the Lufthansa Group, Austrian Airlines, Brussels Airlines, Lufthansa and 

Swiss will remain DCC-free.  

 

 As of 01st of September 2015 (date of ticketing) the DCC (=Distribution Cost Charge) will be ap-

plicable to all Lufthansa Group (LH, OS, LX, SN) tickets sold via GDS by a distribution partner. 

These tickets will be subject to the new DCC in all markets. Exceptions see chapter 1.3. 

 The DCC rules are part of the filing and will be processed automatically in the Global Distribution 

Systems (GDS).  

 No DCC applies for Lufthansa Group direct sales (online + offline).  

 LHGroup-agent.com 1.1.

Parallel to the introduction of DCC the Lufthansa Group will offer travel agencies the possibility to book 

tickets via the new LHGroup-agent.com portal. LHGroup-agent.com provides travel agents with access 

to flights offered, fares, general information and online ticketing. Since LHGroup-agent.com tickets are 

issued by Lufthansa, these tickets are not charged with DCC. 

 Charge Level and Rules 1.2.

The DCC is defined as a fixed amount per ticket. The DCC level is identical for all routings and fare 

types. The DCC amount will be EUR 16,00 per ticket. In Markets which use other currencies the DCC 

will be exchanged and filed, similar to the YQ into the following currencies: USD, CHF, GBP, JPY, NZD, 

CAD. The exchange rate used will be fixed at the time of filing, which will be beginning of August. 
 

 DCC is collected if a ticket is issued by a distribution partner via GDS (all GDS, e.g. Amadeus, 

Travelport, Infini, etc.) on the ticketstock of a LH Group airline (OS, SN, LH, LX) 

 DCC is charged on these tickets regardless of the fare owner/participation of other airlines in the 

routing – only exception: a pure 4U/EW routing on a LH document is exempted from DCC. 

 There is no differentiation between return, one way, circle trip, domestic, continental or intercon-

tinental routing – the DCC is charged per ticket (including conjunction tickets). 

 There is no differentiation between different fare types – the DCC is charged for all classes and 

all fares, published and unpublished – only exception: group fares LH and OS.  

 DCC is only charged on first issues - in case of reissue no DCC is collected.   

 DCC is only charged on tickets, not on EMDs or other documents 

 There are no discounts on DCC amounts – e.g. the DCC for a CHD ticket is identical to the DCC 

for an adult ticket 
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 PEP and AD/UD/DG tickets are subject to DCC.  

 As per IATA OB fee standard the DCC is not refundable.  

 Exceptions  1.3.

As a general rule the DCC is charged on all fares and booking classes.  

Worldwide exceptions: no DCC is charged on following tickets: 

 INF Tickets   

 Pure 4U/EW routing on LH document – in case of mixed travel, e.g. 4U/EW/LH combination the 

DCC is applicable.  

 Rail & Fly tickets (in Germany), AIRail and LH bus tickets if issued in a separate ticket 

 Group tickets issued with applicable group fare (ticket designator GR) on LH and OS document 

Please note:Due to technical reasons for the time being group fare tickets (identified by the 

Ticket Designator GR) issued on LH and OS documents are exempted from DCC. For group 

fare tickets issued on LX and SN documents standard DCC applies.  

 Tickets booked and issued via LHGroup-agent.com. 

Country specific exceptions: In some countries the introduction of the DCC will require official ap-

proval. At the time of writing, this approval is not yet available for all countries. Communication of the 

introduction of the DCC will therefore take place subject to the agreement of the appropriate govern-

ment agency in each case.  

 Currently all tickets with point of origin Hong Kong are exempted from the DCC.   

 Collection of the DCC as OB fee 1.4.

DCC is collected by the standardized industry/IATA product OB fee developed by the Airline Tariff Pub-

lishing Company (ATPCO). The OB fee is the standardized way to collect ticketing fees automatically. 

They are determined and collected by the validating (ticketing) carrier and charged at the time of first 

ticket issuance. OB fees apply to all published and unbublished fares. OB fees will not be shown on the 

ticket with standard taxes and charges, but are added to the Electronic Ticket/Itinerary Receipt and au-

tomatically reported to BSP. OB fees are part of the Grand Total of the ticket.  

 

The OB fee type used by the Lufthansa group is the OB-T 15 = generic OB fee.  

 Pricing and Ticketing 1.5.

OB fees are filed and therefore part of automatic pricing in all GDSs. Since the GDSs implemented the 

IATA OB fee product on an individual basis, GDS dependent, the applicable OB fees are displayed and 

named differently during the actual pricing and ticketing process. The display of the OB fee information 

and the way in which the OB fee is printed e.g. on an ITR is mainly defined by the GDS. 
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2. Handling rules of the DCC 

 Travel Agency Midoffice + Back Office Systems/Invoicing and Accounting 2.1.

Since the OB fee is a standard IATA product and is contained in the interface records of all major GDS 

(e.g.in Amadeus since 2008, in Sabre and Travelport since 2009) it can be processed automatically in 

most midoffice and backoffice systems used by travel agencies for their invoicing and accounting pro-

cedures.  

In case a midoffice/backoffice system does not process the OB fee yet, please contact the respective 

midoffice/backoffice provider.  

 VAT handling of the DCC 2.2.

VAT handling of the DCC is identical to the VAT handling of a domestic ticket, i.e. if the ticket is subject 

to VAT, the DCC is subject to VAT as well.  

In travel agency sales the invoicing is performed by the mid office systems. Questions/problems related 

to invoicing should be addressed to the midoffice providers.  

3. Refunds  

As per IATA standard OB fees are non refundable. This forms part of the fare conditions and is shown 

in all fare notes.  

The LH Group DCC may only be refunded in case of involuntary refunds of completely unused tickets.  

Refund of OB fees is monitored during standard sales audit process. A DCC refund in case of a volun-

tary refund will result in the issuance of an ADM. 

Currently refund of an OB Fee in most GDS can only be carried out by the validating airline. If a DCC 

refund on INVOL basis is required, please contact the validating (ticketing) carrier of the ticket con-

cerned.  

 Void/Cancellation 3.1.

If a ticket is cancelled using the standard void/cancellation process, the DCC is voided/cancelled with 

the ticket – no monetary transactions are reported.  

4. Sales Audit  

OB fees are checked during the standard sales audit process. In case the amount of the DCC is manu-

ally changed or deleted (which is technically possible in some GDS) the pricing indicator is changed to 

“manual” and the ticket is subject to ADM issuance. Refunded DCC are also checked during standard 

fare audit and will result in an ADM in case of incorrect refund e.g. if an DCC was refunded on voluntary 

basis. 


